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Editor-in-Chief
Endocrine Reviews

Dear Sir,
We are now submitting the following review manuscript for consideration by Endocrine Reviews. We
have had a long-standing interest in this area and, as indicated later, have made a number of seminal
contributions. Although Endocrine Reviews has published several papers overlapping this area I do
not believe there has been a review directly on this topic in the last decade - yet because of advances
in understanding of measurement techniques, genetic and environmental influences and molecular
mechanisms, as well as the "epidemic" of obesity it is one that is very topical and advancing rapidly.
Title: Adiposity and Insulin Resistance in Humans: the role of the different tissue and cellular
lipid depots.
OUR CREDENTIALS
I believe our credentials for producing this review are strong and include the following contributions:













Multiple studies of the relationship of insulin resistance to abdominal, visceral or
intramyocellular lipid
Original descriptions of the HIV Lipodystrophy Syndrome, 2 papers - combined cites >2300.
Relationship of insulin sensitivity to muscle phospholipids incl. N. Engl. J. Med. 1993, cites
543.
Studies of twins examining genetic v environmental influences on adiposity and fat
distribution.
Characterization of the human Melanocortin 4 Receptor obesity phenotype; the commonest
single gene cause of obesity, N Engl J Med. 2009, cites 71.
Studies of the effect of energy restriction, energy excess, increased physical activity and
lipodystrophy on abdominal and intramyocellular lipid.
Numerous animal studies of high fat feeding and other manipulations with pioneering use of
clamp plus glucose and analogue tracers to measure individual tissue insulin sensitivity in
relation to adipose tissue and lipids.
Original study [Gastroenterology 2010] in Hepatitis C showing insulin resistance of Hep C is
predominantly in muscle rather than liver and related to subcutaneous fat and viral load but
not liver fat.
Studies of the relationship of visceral fat and adipokines to NAFLD/NASH.
Studies of the presence and function of brown fat in humans.
Original studies showing enhanced glucose tolerance on transplantation of SC fat to the
visceral compartment and major differences in the secretome of visceral and SC fat.
Recognition of the transcription factor Islet 1 uniquely in visceral and not SC fat in humans
and rodents and its inverse correlation with adiposity.
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Human adiposity has long been associated with insulin resistance and increased

43

cardiovascular risk, and abdominal adiposity is considered particularly adverse.

44

Intraabdominal fat is particularly associated with insulin resistance, possibly mediated by

45

greater lipolytic flux, lower adiponectin levels, resistance to leptin and increased

46

inflammatory cytokines, although the latter contribution is less clear. Liver fat is also closely

47

associated with insulin resistance which may, in part, result from the lipogenic pathway of

48

insulin action being “non-resistant”. Again intramyocellular lipid (IMTG) is associated with

49

muscle insulin resistance but anomalies include higher IMTG in insulin-sensitive athletes and

50

women (versus men). Such issues could be explained if the “culprits” were active lipid

51

moieties such as diacylglycerol and ceramide species, dependent more on lipid flux than

52

triglyceride amount.

53

Subcutaneous fat, especially gluteo-femoral, appears metabolically protective, illustrated by

54

insulin resistance and dyslipidemia in patients with lipodystrophy. However, in some studies,

55

deep subcutaneous abdominal fat may have adverse properties.

56

Pericardial and perivascular fat relate to atheromatous disease but not clearly to insulin

57

resistance.

58

There has been recent interest in recognizable brown adipose tissue (BAT) in adult humans,

59

which may be augmented by a hormone, irisin, from exercising muscle. BAT is metabolically

60

active, oxidizes fatty acids and generates heat but, because of its small and variable quantities,

61

its metabolic importance in humans under usual living conditions is still unclear.

62

Further understanding of specific roles of different adipose depots may help new approaches

63

to control obesity and its metabolic sequelae.
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I.

133

In the general population, a powerful correlation between insulin resistance and adiposity has

134

been long recognized (1); this relationship applies, at least in univariate analysis, to all fat

135

depots with, not surprisingly, strong correlations between the various fat depots themselves

136

(2). Therefore, these data alone are relatively unhelpful in determining insulin resistance

137

causation. For a long time there has been great interest in the question of whether body fat

138

distribution was an important determinant of metabolic characteristics, including insulin

139

resistance, and consequential deleterious health outcomes including diabetes and

140

cardiovascular disease (3); this was indicated by early work of Vague and others (4)

141

suggesting an adverse effect of upper body, or “android”, compared with lower body, or

142

“gynoid”, adiposity. Progressing our understanding of this issue and dissecting potentially

143

causative relationships is dependent on careful analyses of human studies of the general

144

population, assessment of unusual human disorders and extrapolation from relevant animal

145

studies.

Introduction

146
147

Until recently it was assumed that different white adipose tissue depots were similar in

148

developmental lineage but functionally altered by anatomical and local environmental

149

differences. However it is now clear (5) that subcutaneous and visceral fat are quite different

150

in developmental and patterning genes, have significant differences in peptide/protein

151

secretion (6) and respond differently to PPAR- agonists (7), indicating they should be

152

regarded as distinct and separate tissues.

153
154

Theoretically fat depots could contribute to insulin resistance by altering supply (either in

155

absolute terms or in particular anatomical locations, e.g. portal vein to liver) or type of fatty

156

acids; by increasing or decreasing secretion of humoral factors from adipocytes (adipokines)

157

or other cells residing in adipose tissue (cytokines) which enhance (e.g. adiponectin, (8)) or

158

inhibit (e.g. TNFα, (9)) insulin signalling; by conversion of a circulating factor to a form with

159

more metabolic activity (e.g. conversion of cortisone to cortisol by 11β-hydroxysteroid

6
160

dehydrogenase (10)); or adipose tissue volume could simply be a marker of a process which

161

adversely affects insulin action.

162
163

This review will examine the likely contribution of the main adipose depots, subcutaneous,

164

visceral, hepatic, perivascular/perimyocardial, intramyocellular and brown adipose tissue

165

(BAT) to insulin resistance and possible mechanisms involved, concentrating particularly on

166

human data; these terms have been used in Pubmed and Medline to augment our review of the

167

relevant literature.

168
169

II.

170

Recognition of the contribution of abdominal and ectopic fat masses, rather than an

171

individual‟s excess weight (as measured by body mass index, BMI), to insulin resistance and

172

cardiometabolic risk has led to the evolution of technologies to accurately and non-invasively

173

define these fat depots.

Measurement of lipid depots

174
175

A.

176

Anthropometric measurements (using weight, height, skinfold thickness, waist and hip

177

circumference) are quick, easy to perform and cost-efficient, but have many limitations

178

particularly in regard to assessing abdominal fat depots (11). Waist circumference (most

179

commonly circumferential measurement midway between the lower rib margin and iliac

180

crest or at the umbilicus) is a good surrogate marker of visceral adiposity predicting

181

cardiovascular risk (12-14) and has independent predictive value in many diabetes risk

182

assessment systems (15, 16); there has been controversy as to whether waist/hip (WHR) or

183

waist/height (WhtR) ratios give additional discriminatory value with some evidence that

184

WHtR is superior across different ethnic groups, but the benefit compared to waist

185

measurement alone appears small (17, 18).

Anthropometry

186
187

B.

Bio-impedance

7
188

Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) has been widely used to assess body composition

189

(19). It is based on the differences in resistance when an electrical current is conducted

190

through fat and lean components of body fat with prediction equations used to determine fat-

191

free mass. Although it is cost-efficient, safe, avoids radiation and is easily accessible, it lacks

192

specificity and accuracy. BIA may be useful in epidemiological studies and for defining

193

abdominal obesity in individuals but cannot accurately measure visceral fat mass.

194
195

C.

196

DXA measures the attenuation of two energies passing through all or part of the body to

197

distinguish and quantitate fat, lean and bone mineral content. It can accurately detect whole

198

body fat mass (within 2% cv) and modified setting of the software allows analysis of

199

particular regions of the body; a measure of central abdominal adiposity (a rectangle from

200

upper L2 to lower L4 and lateral margin at inner edge of rib cage) which includes

201

predominantly subcutaneous, but also some hepatic and intraabdominal fat, correlates very

202

strongly with insulin resistance (20). However DXA is not able to define different abdominal

203

fat compartments and its accuracy in quantifying intra-abdominal fat in obese individuals

204

may be limited (21). DXA still remains superior to anthropometric techniques and BIA in

205

assessing whole body fat composition and compared to indirect measures of adiposity is a

206

very strong predictor of insulin resistance as measured by euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic

207

clamp in lean men (22). It is more cost efficient and delivers little radiation compared to CT.

Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)

208
209

D.

210

Currently the gold standard for quantitative measurement of abdominal adipose tissue

211

compartments is CT or MRI (23). While moderately expensive, these are the only direct

212

measures of abdominal fat depots and can differentiate visceral and subcutaneous abdominal

213

fat as well as superficial and deep subcutaneous fat (separated by a fascia) which appear to

214

have differing metabolic contributions) (24). Cross-sectional areas can be measured at single

Computed tomography (CT)

8
215

or multiple slices at predetermined landmarks (25). CT uses Hounsfield units as a measure to

216

decipher between different tissues and then volume of fat can be measured in voxels and

217

translated into cubic centimeters. CT is easily accessible, but subjects individuals to small but

218

significant amounts of radiation.

219
220

E.

221

MRI involves no ionizing radiation and its accuracy and precision in measuring abdominal

222

fat depots has been validated with weighing of adipose tissue in human cadavers and

223

differences were less than 5% (26). MRI scanners can also be used to quantify ectopic fat

224

using MRS. MRS techniques using 1H MRS allow non-invasive studies of the molecular

225

composition of tissues in vivo and can accurately measure hepatic, intramyocellular (27),

226

myocardial (28) and pancreatic fat (29). MRI and CT are also able to quantify liver fat,

227

although CT is not accurate for mild liver fat infiltration (30) and MRI techniques (other than

228

using MRS) of liver fat measurement are still experimental and require further evaluation.

229

Epicardial fat can also be quantified using CT (31) and MRI, which can additionally measure

230

pericardial fat (32).

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)

231
232

F.

233

Liver ultrasound is frequently used to evaluate liver fat clinically but not in research studies;

234

although it is cheap and involves no radiation, it is operator dependent and is unable to

235

provide reproducible quantitative information. Ultrasound can also be used to measure

236

subcutaneous fat thickness. Echocardiography is used to assess the thickness (echo-free

237

space between the outer wall of the myocardium and the visceral layer of pericardium) and

238

volume of epicardial fat (33).

Ultrasound

239
240

G.

241

Combined PET and CT (PET-CT) used for tumor surveillance, has identified areas of

242

adipose tissue with a high rate of uptake of 18 F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) as putative

Positron emission tomography (PET)

9
243

brown adipose tissue (BAT) in adults (34, 35); this has been confirmed by increased

244

uncoupling protein 1 (UCP-1) expression on biopsy (see section III. G).

245
246

III

247

metabolic dysfunction

248

A.

249

In the general population, subcutaneous, intraabdominal, and intramyocellular fat depots all

250

correlate strongly with insulin resistance up to a BMI of around 30 kg/m2, but above this

251

level, only the correlation with visceral fat is maintained (2). Moreover, in a recent study

252

examining the relative correlations of subcutaneous, intraabdominal and liver fat with fasting

253

insulin, hepatic insulin sensitivity and dyslipidemia (36) intraabdominal and liver, but not

254

subcutaneous, fat were strongly and independently linked to each of these variables. In an

255

Asian Indian population visceral but not subcutaneous fat was also associated with insulin

256

resistance and glucose intolerance as well as increasing levels of C-reactive protein (CRP)

257

and TNF (37), while in established type 2 diabetes visceral fat has been associated with both

258

insulin resistance and poor glycemic control (38). In addition, the incidence of type 2 diabetes

259

is much more strongly predicted by waist/hip ratio than by BMI (39, 40).

Different lipid depots and their relationship to insulin sensitivity and related

Visceral fat

260
261

If one compares premenopausal women with men of similar age and BMI, women have

262

substantially more total body fat, but much less intraabdominal fat (41) and substantially

263

greater whole body and muscle insulin sensitivity (42-45), also suggesting an important

264

negative influence of intraabdominal fat on insulin sensitivity. Surgical removal of visceral fat

265

(46) improves insulin sensitivity and delays onset of diabetes in insulin-resistant rats. In

266

humans, the response to omentectomy has been examined, but only in conjunction with

267

bariatric surgery; the results have been conflicting (47-49) and may have been confounded by

268

the weight loss and metabolic benefits of the concurrent bariatric surgery (50) – further study

269

is required. In addition, humans who remain insulin-sensitive despite being obese have lower

10
270

amounts of intraabdominal fat compared to insulin-resistant obese humans, further

271

highlighting the importance of this fat depot as an important correlate, and perhaps

272

contributor to, impaired insulin action (51).

273
274

Suggestions as to the means by which intraabdominal fat creates it‟s adverse effects include

275

(Table 1) lability of lipolysis with direct drainage of fatty acids to the liver via the portal vein;

276

this mechanism would be supported by two reports of a stronger correlation of insulin

277

resistance measured by hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp (52) or the homeostasis model

278

assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) (53) with intraperitoneal rather than

279

retroperitoneal fat and by the finding in mice of a more adverse effect on hepatic insulin

280

sensitivity of epididymal fat transplanted to the mesenteric rather than parietal abdominal

281

compartment (54). Another proposed mechanism is excessive production of inflammatory

282

molecules from immune cells whose numbers may be higher in visceral fat than other fat

283

depots in lean and obese humans (55, 56) and be associated with reduced AMP-activated

284

protein kinase (AMPK) activity, at least in the morbidly obese (57). There is some difficulty

285

rationalizing these proposed mechanisms with the fact that the contribution of visceral fat to

286

the total circulating load of fatty acids and inflammatory molecules is relatively small (58).

287

Nevertheless visceral fat is a strong predictor of hepatic inflammation and fibrosis in fatty

288

liver disease independent of hepatic steatosis (59) and with microalbuminuria in men (60),

289

which may reflect renal inflammation. It is possible that visceral fat is the source of an as-yet-

290

undiscovered adipokine(s) with adverse systemic effects, including inhibition of adiponectin

291

secretion, which is strongly linked to visceral fat volume (61).

292

Visfatin and omentin are two other adipokines produced particularly by intraabdominal fat

293

which were originally thought to be possible contributors to insulin resistance, however there

294

is no strong evidence at this stage that either plays an important role in modulating insulin

295

action in humans (62) ( see section VI. C).

296

11
297

Adipose tissue transplantation experiments may shed further light in this area; we and others

298

have shown that transplantation of subcutaneous adipose tissue into the visceral compartment

299

in mice causes reduction of overall adiposity and improved glucose tolerance/insulin

300

sensitivity, whereas subcutaneous to subcutaneous, visceral to visceral or visceral to

301

subcutaneous transfer had lesser or no benefit (63, 64) and mesenteric transplantation of

302

visceral (epididymal) fat had a negative effect (54). These results raise the possibility of

303

specific interaction of particular adipose tissue depots with neural or endothelial tissue,

304

generating favorable systemic effects via humoral and/or central neural mechanisms.

305
306

Measurement of central abdominal fat by DXA, which measures all visceral fat but also a

307

large proportion of abdominal subcutaneous fat, correlates as well, if not better, with insulin

308

resistance than does visceral fat (20, 22) and reduction in DXA central abdominal fat

309

correlates well with improved insulin sensitivity in overweight subjects during weight loss

310

(65). This may be related to the fact that the DXA measurement includes a substantial amount

311

of non-adipose tissue intracellular lipid, particularly hepatic lipid (see below) but could also

312

relate to the fact that abdominal subcutaneous fat is larger in volume than visceral fat and is

313

intermediate in metabolic characteristics between visceral fat and general subcutaneous fat, at

314

least in regard to insulin and catecholamine modulation of lipolysis (66). Moreover it has

315

been suggested that there are two functionally different layers of abdominal subcutaneous fat

316

and the deep layer is more metabolically adverse and more related to insulin resistance (67).

317

There is a relationship between central abdominal fat and fasting circulating free fatty acids

318

(FFA) and both are independent predictors of insulin resistance under some circumstances

319

(68), suggesting related influences on fatty acid flux. Moreover abdominally obese men

320

showed reduced adipose tissue fatty acid uptake after feeding indicating diversion to ectopic

321

sites (69).

322
323

B.

Liver fat

12
324

Although liver fat content was not specifically measured in many earlier studies, it is usually

325

greater in men than women and is certainly correlated with insulin resistance. One study of

326

severely obese subjects (70) concluded that liver fat eliminated the correlation of visceral fat

327

with insulin resistance but other studies of a broader cross section of subjects (36, 71) have

328

suggested that intraabdominal and liver fat make similar and independent contributions to

329

insulin resistance and dyslipidemia, while liver fat is more predictive of fasting blood glucose

330

and, not surprisingly, abnormal liver function tests. These relationships may be affected by

331

ethnicity as one study of obese adolescents found very low levels of hepatic lipid in Afro-

332

Americans (72). Sex Hormone Binding Globulin (SHBG) has a strong inverse correlation

333

with liver fat and is positively related to insulin sensitivity (73), but the nature of the links

334

between SHBG, estrogen, liver and other fat depots with insulin sensitivity are not clear at

335

this time.

336
337

Two further clinical conditions are relevant in regard to hepatic lipid. Hepatitis C causes

338

insulin resistance, which is predominantly peripheral (muscle), rather than hepatic. There is a

339

marked difference in hepatic lipid accumulation between two common genotypes, 1 and 3,

340

but lipoprotein metabolism and possibly lipid flux are disturbed in both (74). Although

341

genotype 3 is associated with substantially increased liver lipid, which does not occur with

342

genotype 1, insulin sensitivity of liver and muscle is identical between the two genotypes;

343

predictors of insulin resistance were viral load and subcutaneous (not visceral) fat and there

344

was a trend (p=0.096) to elevation of basal circulating free fatty acids (FFA) (75).

345

Hypobetalipoproteinemia is another uncommon clinical condition where there is markedly

346

increased hepatic lipid not associated with insulin resistance. In both hepatitis C and

347

hypobetalipoproteinemia there is alteration of lipoproteins and lipid flux, so it seems likely

348

that the lipid flux rather than the amount of hepatic tissue triglyceride is the determining

349

factor in changing insulin sensitivity. This hypothesis is further supported by the finding in

350

animals that choline deficiency plus a high fat diet substantially increases liver fat

351

accumulation while insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance are improved rather than

13
352

worsened (76); these changes are associated with alterations in enzymes indicative of

353

enhanced triglyceride synthesis, suggesting a “shunting” of fatty acids and related,

354

metabolically-active, intermediates such as diacylglycerols (DAGs) into stored triglyceride. In

355

fact DAGs through activation of PKC epsilon may interfere with insulin signalling and make

356

an important contribution to hepatic insulin resistance (see „lipid moieties‟ below, (77, 78)).

357

Finally caloric reduction, especially with carbohydrate restriction, which would be expected

358

to reduce liver fatty acid availability, can rapidly improve hepatic insulin sensitivity in obese

359

subjects before any significant change in adipose tissue mass (65, 79) and short-term energy

360

excess in non-obese healthy humans increased liver fat and insulin resistance by the surrogate

361

HOMA-IR, reflecting induction of hepatic insulin resistance (80, 81).

362
363

While much has been written about liver fat as a contributor to insulin resistance and the

364

Metabolic Syndrome, there is also evidence to suggest that insulin resistance with resulting

365

hyperinsulinemia contributes to liver fat accumulation. It has been shown that in states of

366

insulin resistance, in contrast to impaired post-receptor inhibition of insulin signalling

367

affecting hepatic glucose production through PEPCK, the lipid synthesis pathway through

368

SREBP1c remains „insulin-sensitive‟ (82). Thus, insulin-stimulated lipid synthesis may be

369

enhanced, while insulin-mediated glucose regulation is inhibited (83, 84). In other words liver

370

lipid may be the result of, as well as the cause of, insulin resistance.

371
372

C.

373

Intramyocellular triglyceride (IMTG) in muscle, measured chemically on biopsy or by MRS,

374

correlates strongly with insulin resistance (85-88) and with central abdominal fat (89) in

375

people who are not particularly physically active. However trained athletes, who are quite

376

insulin sensitive, have relatively high levels of IMTG (“the athlete‟s paradox”) (90).

377

Interestingly, improvement in insulin sensitivity with exercise (91) or calorie restriction and

378

weight loss (92) in sedentary overweight humans is associated with reduction in

379

intraabdominal fat but not IMTG. Also, women may have more IMTG than men while having

Muscle fat; intra- and extramyocellular

14
380

greater muscle insulin sensitivity (45, 93). There is evidence to suggest that the disparities

381

between IMTG and insulin sensitivity in muscle might be explained by the flux between

382

DAGs, and perhaps long chain fatty acyl-CoA (LCACs), and IMTG and its regulation by

383

DGAT (77); however a recent comparative study of endurance-trained and sedentary subjects

384

showed, surprisingly, that total intramyocellular DAGs were lower in the insulin-resistant

385

controls than the athletes, while ceramides and some individual DAG species were higher and

386

therefore potential contributors to insulin resistance (94). Extramyocellular triglyceride

387

(EMTG or intramuscular adipose tissue) also correlates with fasting plasma glucose, but not

388

insulin (95). Interestingly, in HIV Lipodystrophy EMTG is decreased while IMTG is

389

increased in association with the insulin resistance (96).

390
391

Paradoxically, and contrasting with the liver, muscle insulin sensitivity is reduced by short

392

term fasting in both lean and obese subjects (97, 98).

393
394

D.

395

A number of experimental clinical interventions or observations suggest that subcutaneous

396

adipose tissue may not be directly implicated in the etiology of insulin resistance e.g. surgical

397

removal of large amounts of subcutaneous fat (>10 kg) by liposuction in obese humans causes

398

no improvement in insulin sensitivity or other metabolic benefit (99). Moreover, the

399

thiazolidinedione group of PPAR- agonist compounds enhance insulin sensitivity while

400

increasing subcutaneous, but not visceral, fat (100, 101); this effect may be heavily dependent

401

on increased adiponectin secretion (102), but it is interesting that human subcutaneous

402

preadipocytes differentiate in response to PPAR- agonists while omental preadipocytes do

403

not (7). The „metabolically innocent‟ characteristic of the subcutaneous adipose tissue is

404

exhibited in the rare multiple symmetric lipomatosis syndrome (MSL) (see section V.).

405

Nevertheless, abdominal subcutaneous fat, particularly its deep layer, may have

406

characteristics intermediate between intraabdominal and other subcutaneous fat (discussed

Subcutaneous fat
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under visceral fat) which may explain why measurement of this particular compartment can

408

relate well to insulin resistance (e.g. (52)) and be predictive of diabetes risk (e.g. (103)).

409

However the general subcutaneous fat depot, and especially gluteo-femoral fat, appears to

410

play a „buffering‟ role in taking up fatty acids and preventing the exposure of other insulin-

411

sensitive tissues to their detrimental effects (104).

412
413

Human lipodystrophy syndromes also provide a unique example of the metabolic

414

complications that arise from insufficient subcutaneous adipose tissue and the inability to

415

partition lipid into adipose tissue stores. In addition to an inability to store triglycerides in

416

adipocytes, a marked reduction in adipokine production (particularly leptin and adiponectin)

417

may also contribute substantially to the metabolic derangement in lipodystrophy, as

418

evidenced

419

hypertriglyceridemia and hepatic steatosis in individuals with lipodystrophy syndromes (105-

420

108), beyond that of reduced nutrient intake (106, 108) (see section V. A).

by

the

effectiveness

of

leptin

therapy

in

reducing

hyperglycemia,

421
422

A number of studies have shed light on factors that govern subcutaneous adipose tissue

423

expandability. Mature adipocytes are derived from preadipocytes, which in turn are derived

424

from mesenchymal stem cells. Transcription factors such as ADD/SREB-1, C/EBP-, -, -

425

and PPAR- are important in the control of adipogenesis. There are two isoforms of PPAR-,

426

PPAR-1 that is expressed ubiquitously and PPAR-2 that is found almost exclusively in

427

adipose tissue. A number of humans with heterozygous mutations in PPAR- have been

428

identified. All have severe insulin resistance and many have a marked reduction in body fat

429

(particularly affecting gluteal and peripheral limb deposits), hepatic steatosis and severe

430

dyslipidemia (raised triglycerides, low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol) (109-111). These

431

individuals are phenotypically similar to individuals with other congenital lipodystrophy

432

syndromes, further supporting the concept that a limitation of subcutaneous adipose tissue

433

expansion leads to insulin resistance and subsequent metabolic complications.
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435

Information on the positive metabolic aspects of subcutaneous fat and the adverse

436

consequences of its deficiency in experimental animals (112) or human lipodystrophy have

437

led to a hypothesis of the desirability of subcutaneous adipose tissue “expandability” to

438

accommodate excess lipid supply and avoid its spillover into “ectopic” sites (84, 113). It is

439

interesting that some ethnic groups with a high susceptibility to Type 2 diabetes, including

440

those from the Indian subcontinent (114) and Australian aborigines (115-117) have a

441

naturally thin body habitus and a tendency to accumulate central (abdominal) fat with weight

442

gain, as indicated by Waist/Hip Ratio, rather than expand their peripheral subcutaneous fat

443

depots; in the case of the former group referred to as the “Asian Indian phenotype” (118)

444

greater insulin resistance, as well as dyslipidemia, was found to be independent of BMI but

445

related to abdominal and visceral fat (118, 119).

446
447

E.

448

These fat depots have been strongly linked to atherosclerosis and features of the Metabolic

449

Syndrome and it has been suggested that both fatty acids and inflammatory adipokines are

450

able to diffuse from these depots through the arterial wall and contribute to plaque formation

451

(120). Much of the supportive data for this hypothesis comes from in vitro and small animal

452

studies and it is not clear that the same scenario would operate in the thicker-walled arteries

453

of humans. Nevertheless it is interesting that intramyocardial segments of human coronary

454

arteries which do not have perivascular fat appear relatively protected from atheromatous

455

lesions (120). In the Framingham Heart Study CT data on over 1000 subjects showed a

456

relationship of peri-aortic fat with aortic and coronary calcification independent of other

457

cardiovascular risk factors, however the relationship with features of the Metabolic Syndrome

458

was eliminated by adjustment for visceral fat with which epicardial and perivascular fat are

459

strongly correlated (121).

460

Perivascular and pericardial fat
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There is evidence that perivascular fat may influence vascular tone and blood pressure and it

462

is possible that insulin sensitivity could be affected, either via adipokines or tissue blood flow,

463

however a significant independent contribution of perivascular fat to human insulin resistance

464

is not well supported at this time (120, 122).

465
466

F.

467

Pancreatic steatosis is a relatively new clinical definition and studies that evaluate pancreatic

468

fat by MRS in humans are emerging. These studies demonstrate a relationship between

469

pancreatic fat and impaired glucose tolerance (123) and, as would be expected, an association

470

between reduction in pancreatic fat and restoration of first phase insulin secretion by calorie

471

restriction and weight loss in obese type 2 diabetes patients (124). Post-mortem data in eighty

472

deceased males and females have suggested that pancreatic and hepatic steatosis were

473

correlated, particularly in females; however, the relationship was attenuated when BMI was

474

included in the model (125), suggesting that fatty liver and pancreas co-exist in obesity in

475

humans. Further study will be needed to determine if pancreatic fat is a determinant of

476

impaired insulin secretion.

Pancreatic fat

477
Brown fat (BAT) and “beiging” of subcutaneous fat

478

G.

479

BAT differs from white adipose tissue by its high degree of vascularisation and sympathetic

480

innervation and, most importantly, the expression of UCP-1. UCP-1 is a mitochondrial

481

protein found in brown adipocytes that uncouples oxidative phosphorylation, resulting in

482

inefficient production of ATP and release of energy as heat. Unlike white adipocytes which

483

contain a single large lipid droplet surrounded by a thin layer of cytoplasm, brown adipocytes

484

contain numerous lipid droplets and abundant cytoplasm with numerous mitochondria. It has

485

long been established in animals that BAT is crucial for the process of non-shivering

486

thermogenesis (126) and there is strong support for a beneficial effect on insulin sensitivity

487

related mainly to increased fatty acid oxidation (127). Until recently, BAT was considered to

488

be non-existent or non-functioning in human adults. Recent studies utilizing

F –

18
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489

fluorodeoxyglucose (18F –FDG) PET and CT have identified significant metabolic activity in

490

BAT located in the neck, supraclavicular, mediastinal and paraspinal areas of adult humans

491

(34, 35, 128-131). Formal proof that the areas contained functioning BAT has been provided

492

by tissue biopsies, which reveal the morphological and molecular characteristics of brown

493

adipose tissue, including expression of UCP1 (34, 35, 128, 130, 132, 133). These recent

494

human brown adipose tissue studies suggest an inverse correlation between brown adipose

495

tissue activity and BMI (34, 128, 130); moreover increased BAT metabolism may contribute

496

significantly to energy expenditure during acute cold exposure in humans (134). However

497

because of the relatively small amount of tissue and its inconsistent presence the impact of

498

brown adipose tissue on thermogenesis, metabolism, insulin sensitivity and the development

499

of obesity in humans under usual living conditions remains uncertain.

500
501

Recently, a population of brown fat–like adipocytes, having a multilocular morphology and

502

expressing UCP-1, have been identified in white adipose tissue. These have been called

503

adaptive or recruitable brown fat cells, brown in white (“brite”) cells, or beige cells (135-

504

137). These cells are distinct from brown adipocytes, which are derived from myogenic

505

precursors expressing Myf-5 and are located in classic locations including the perinephric and

506

interscapular fat pads (138, 139). Beige adipocytes do not express Myf-5 and are induced by

507

prolonged cold exposure or in response to β3-selective adrenergic agonists (140-142). It

508

remains to be determined whether mature white adipose cells, committed preadipocytes, or

509

stem cells are the source of these brown fat-like cells. In numerous rodent models, browning

510

of white adipose tissue depots is protective against diet-induced obesity (recent studies (143-

511

145)). Increased UCP1 gene expression in white adipose tissue in these models is induced by

512

-adrenergic - cAMP dependent pathways or the transcription factor PPAR-. Browning of

513

white adipose tissue in humans may have therapeutic potential. (See also IV. C re effects of

514

Irisin).

515
516

IV.

Determinants of total adiposity and individual lipid depots
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A.

Genetic and ethnic influences

518

1.

Genetic

519

Twin studies (146, 147) have shown a major (>50%) genetic contribution to central

520

distribution of adiposity, at least partly independent of the genetic determination of overall

521

adiposity (147). However, until recently, responsible genes had not been identified, probably

522

because of the difficulty of adequately measuring abdominal adiposity (e.g. by DXA, CT or

523

MRI) in the very large cohorts required for genome wide association studies. However, such

524

information is now starting to appear with recognition of new genetic loci associated with

525

visceral adiposity (LYPLAL1 and, in women, THNSL2, (148)) and pericardial fat (TRIB2,

526

(149)).The mechanistic pathways involved are as yet unclear. The FTO gene appears to have

527

the strongest influence on overall adiposity and subcutaneous fat, although it only accounts

528

for a relatively minor amount of weight gain in “affected” individuals (148, 150). In contrast,

529

single-gene or monogenic obesity disorders result in severe early-onset obesity and insulin

530

resistance, although the latter is usually at the level expected from the degree of adiposity of

531

the affected individual. The relatively uncommon single gene variants causing obesity are not

532

associated with major variation in adipose tissue distribution, with the exception of the loss of

533

function variation in the PPAR- gene, which is not particularly associated with obesity, but

534

displays substantial insulin resistance and loss of gluteofemoral fat (151) (see Section III D).

535

Mutations in genes encoding key regulators of appetite in the hypothalamus, including leptin,

536

the leptin receptor, pro-opiomelanocortin, prohormone convertase and the melanocortin 4

537

receptor (MC4R), have been identified in humans with severe, early-onset obesity (150).

538

Most of these disorders are rare and inherited recessively, with the exception of MC4R

539

deficiency, an autosomal dominant disorder accounting for 3-6% of severe obesity cases

540

(152). MC4R deficiency is associated with milder but generalized adiposity, with a degree of

541

insulin resistance compatible with the degree of adiposity (153).

542
543

2.

Ethnic
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544

Ethnicity is clearly an important issue in degree, distribution and metabolic effects of

545

adiposity. The Asian Indian and Australian aboriginal “phenotype” where gain in adiposity is

546

disproportionately central was discussed earlier (Section III. D) and it appears that waist

547

measurement is a stronger predictor of insulin resistance in Asian Indians than Chinese or

548

Malays (154). It has also proved necessary to set ethnic specific waist measurement criteria

549

for the Metabolic Syndrome (155). Moreover it has been suggested that the BMI may indicate

550

different degrees of adiposity in different ethnic groups with a BMI of 30 kg/m2 in Caucasians

551

being possibly equivalent to a BMI in the range of 27 kg/m2 in some Asian populations (156).

552

Such ethnic differences may be gender specific with Hispanic and Afro-American women

553

having greater BMI and waist than Caucasians while Afro-American males have lower BMI

554

and waist than their Hispanic and white counterparts (157).

555
556

In the DECODA and DECODE groups of over 50,000 subjects from 5 ethnic groups,

557

prevalence of undiagnosed diabetes increased with increasing BMI and waist measurement

558

similarly in all groups but to a lesser degree in Asian Indian women although this ethnic

559

group had the highest overall prevalence (114).

560

Two ethnic groups with possibly the highest incidence in the world of obesity, insulin

561

resistance and Type 2 diabetes are the Pima Indians in Arizona and the Micronesians of

562

Nauru. In the case of the Nauruans the degree of insulin resistance appears to correspond with

563

their adiposity when compared to Caucasians (158). Interestingly it has been possible to

564

compare US Pimas to an ethnically and genetically similar population in Mexico with less

565

obesity and diabetes, and substantially different life style; the greater insulin resistance of the

566

US Pimas was accounted for in large part but not fully by their degree of obesity suggesting

567

lifestyle, particularly degree of physical activity, is an important independent contributor

568

(159).

569
570

There is not enough information at this time to determine the degree of genetic versus

571

environmental contribution to ethnic differences but data on diabetes from different ethnic
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572

groups in Mauritius (160) and emerging genome wide association data (e.g. (161)) suggest

573

genetic factors will be of importance although lifestyle change more so.

574
575

B.

576

Clearly when long term energy intake is greater than energy expended (outside childhood

577

growth) adiposity will increase and vice versa. Thus positive energy balance will affect and

578

increase the size of all adipose depots with the exception of BAT, but the variation in

579

response to short term change differs, with hepatic lipid changing most rapidly – even over

580

days with overfeeding (80) or calorie restriction (79). Preferential visceral adipose tissue loss

581

with calorie restriction is metabolically desirable and is suggested to occur in the initial phase

582

with modest weight loss (by low calorie diets; LCD) or with very low calorie diets (VLCD).

583

Longer term moderate caloric restriction with greater weight loss was not associated with a

584

preferential visceral fat loss (as reviewed in detail (162)). Similarly, in response to 28 days of

585

overfeeding and increased insulin resistance, non-obese men and women did not gain

586

proportionally more visceral compared to subcutaneous fat (81).

Nutrition, including overfeeding and underfeeding

587
588

C.

589

Physical activity clearly increases energy expenditure and favors weight loss and reduced

590

adiposity. In fact a high level of physical activity has been a strong characteristic of those

591

overweight people who have lost substantial weight and maintained the loss, whereas the

592

nature of the dietary regimen has been quite variable (163). Moreover calorie reduction

593

without exercise in overweight sedentary subjects may result in just as much loss of lean as

594

fat mass (65). On the other hand exercise alone has been only modestly successful in

595

generating and maintaining weight loss or reduction in abdominal fat (164, 165). However

596

long term physical activity has an important influence on fat depot size (166). A systematic

597

review has indicated exercise is particularly useful in reducing excess liver fat (167). Further,

598

a systematic review of weight loss intervention studies, including LCD and VLCD with or

599

without exercise or exercise alone reported no preferential visceral versus abdominal

Physical activity
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600

subcutaneous fat loss from exercise beyond the magnitude of the weight loss achieved (162),

601

however the type of exercise was not distinguished and a recent meta-analysis suggests

602

aerobic rather than resistance exercise may be more beneficial in regard to visceral fat loss

603

(168). In the context of bariatric surgery there is also evidence for an additive weight loss of

604

3-4 kg for subjects participating in exercise (169). A rather striking example of the effect of

605

relatively extreme exercise is the study of Sumo wrestlers by Matsuzawa and co-workers

606

(170); they found that active wrestlers with mean BMI 36 kg/m2, who have an enormous

607

energy intake but very strenuous training, have a large subcutaneous fat depot but relatively

608

little visceral fat (Fig 1) and a moderately favorable metabolic phenotype; whereas after

609

retirement and cessation of vigorous physical activity, their adipose tissue distribution and

610

metabolic parameters deteriorate.

611
612

Enhancement of insulin sensitivity by physical activity is quite rapid, occurring within 2 to 3

613

days (91, 171), so this effect cannot be related to change in adipose depot size (though it

614

could relate to intracellular lipid flux – see Section VI.D). It is likely that change in adipose

615

depot size and perhaps function, particularly hepatic and visceral, contribute to the long term

616

effects of exercise training on insulin sensitivity, although the relative importance of change

617

in adipose depots versus the effect of exercise per se is unclear. In this context there is a

618

fascinating new finding that a hormone, irisin, is released from muscle, under the influence of

619

peroxisomal proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator-1α (PGC1-a), during exercise

620

in mice and humans; in animals and in vitro irisin is capable of increasing UCP1 expression

621

and thereby not only enhancing the activity of brown fat but also “browning” white adipose

622

tissue, thus increasing metabolic rate and reducing obesity-induced insulin resistance (145).

623

Irisin may well be an important mediator of the metabolic benefits of exercise in humans, so

624

further human studies are awaited with interest.

625
626

D.

Effects of gut microbiota
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The recognition that germ-free mice (i.e., raised in the absence of microorganisms) have 40%

628

less total body fat than conventionally raised mice, even if their caloric intake is higher,

629

provided the first evidence for a role of gut microbiota in regulating energy homeostasis and

630

adiposity (172). Conventionalization of germ-free mice (i.e., colonization of their gut with a

631

cecum-derived, distal microbial community) results in a marked increase in body fat content,

632

hepatic triglycerides and insulin resistance within 10–14 days, despite no change in food

633

intake or energy expenditure. Furthermore, germ-free mice are protected from diet-induced

634

obesity, glucose intolerance and insulin resistance (173). A number of possible mechanisms

635

account for the observed resistance of germ-free mice to diet-induced obesity. After

636

conventionalization, the density of small intestinal villi capillaries doubles and

637

monosaccharide uptake into the portal blood is enhanced. Fat accumulation in the liver and

638

adipose tissue is promoted by carbohydrate response element binding protein (CREBP) –

639

mediated and sterol REBP (SREBP) – mediated hepatic and adipose tissue lipogenesis. In

640

comparison to their conventional counterparts, germ-free mice have increased levels of

641

fasting-induced adipose factor (FIAF), a circulating lipoprotein lipase (LPL) inhibitor, whose

642

expression is normally selectively suppressed in the gut epithelium by the microbiota. The

643

suppression of LPL activity results in reduced uptake of fatty acids and triglyceride

644

accumulation in adipocytes. FIAF also induces expression of PGC-1, a key coactivator of

645

nuclear receptors and enzymes involved in fatty acid oxidation. In addition, germ-free mice

646

show increased fatty acid oxidation in liver and muscle, mediated by increased levels of

647

phosphorylated AMPK and its downstream targets (acetylCoA carboxylase; carnitine-

648

palmitoyl transferase) (173). Therefore, germ-free animals are protected from diet-induced

649

obesity by two complementary, but independent mechanisms, which result in decreased fatty

650

acid storage: (1) elevated levels of FIAF; and (2) increased AMPK activity.

651
652

In contrast to the protection against obesity conferred by a microbe-free gut, in animal models

653

of obesity an altered microbiota composition has been associated with the development of

654

obesity, insulin resistance and diabetes through several mechanisms. In animals fed an

24
655

obesogenic diet there is an alteration in the composition and functional properties of the gut

656

microbiota, inducing enrichment in genes enabling energy harvest from otherwise indigestible

657

components of the diet (174-176). Data from human studies investigating alterations in the

658

composition of the gut microbiota in obesity have been generally consistent with animal

659

models, but findings are more heterogeneous, likely related to the complexity of human

660

lifestyle compared with a controlled experimental animal model (177-181). High-fat feeding

661

increases the proportion of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) - containing microbiota in the gut and /

662

or intestinal absorption of LPS, thereby increasing circulating LPS levels, which can trigger

663

an inflammatory response by binding to the CD14 toll-like receptor-4 (TLR-4) complex at the

664

surface of innate immune cells (182, 183). Alterations in gut microbiota in obesity can result

665

in altered fatty acid metabolism and composition in adipose tissue and liver in mice (184-

666

186), and may also modulate gut derived peptide secretion including Peptide YY (PYY) and

667

glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) secretion, impacting on gut transit time, energy harvest and

668

satiety (187, 188). These animal data demonstrate that gut microbiota modulate energy

669

homeostasis and adiposity through numerous mechanisms including energy harvest from the

670

diet, energy storage as triglyceride, energy expenditure though fatty acid oxidation, LPS-

671

induced chronic inflammation and gut-derived peptide secretion. However, a causal

672

relationship between gut microbiota and the development of obesity in humans remains to be

673

proven, and it is not clear that gut microbiota would influence distribution of lipid between

674

different depots.

675
676

E.

677

Men and women differ in the incidence of obesity, fat deposition patterns, utilisation of fat as

678

a metabolic fuel, serum lipid levels, genetic determination of metabolism related genes and

679

health consequences of obesity. These differences may reflect evolved adaptive differences

680

that stem from the differences in gender reproductive costs (189).

681

Gender
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Women of all ethnicities and cultures have greater adipose stores than men, even after

683

correcting for BMI, and this increased adiposity is present from birth, with female babies

684

having greater subcutaneous fat than males for all gestational ages (190). Women have

685

greater adipose stores in thighs and buttocks with males more likely to have abdominal

686

adiposity. Furthermore, premenopausal women have a greater proportion of their abdominal

687

fat in subcutaneous depots compared to males with males having more visceral fat for all

688

values of BMI (189). Subcutaneous abdominal fat depots differ in the genders with women

689

having 51% of the subcutaneous fat in the deep layer versus 66% for men (24). This

690

distribution of fat, changes during the menopause transition; a longitudinal study using

691

abdominal MRI to assess changes in fat depots through menopause showed no weight gain or

692

change in BMI, however both abdominal subcutaneous and visceral fat increased, with no

693

change in the relative distribution of fat in the abdomen (191). It has been suggested that

694

estrogen depletion in the post menopause period may result in the increased deposition of

695

body fat in the intra-abdominal region as administering hormone replacement therapy to post-

696

menopausal women prevented an increase in abdominal fat (192).

697
698

Women also appear to utilize fat as an energy substrate during periods of sustained exertion

699

more than men (189) and have higher rates of fat uptake into leg fat depots (193). Rates of

700

fatty acid release from abdominal adipose tissue are higher in women than men, but they are

701

lower from gluteal or femoral adipose tissue. After feeding, fatty acid uptake is higher in

702

abdominal adipose tissue relative to gluteal or femoral in both men and women. However in

703

women, the majority of the fatty acid uptake in abdominal adipose tissue is into subcutaneous

704

fat, while in men a larger proportion goes into visceral fat. Turnover of visceral fat is higher

705

in men compared with women. Men have greater rates of both lipolysis and lipogenesis in

706

visceral fat compared with women, possibly due to fewer alpha adrenergic receptors in this fat

707

depot. Furthermore, fatty acid uptake into this depot in the postprandial period is

708

approximately7-fold higher in men than in women (194). Adrenergic stimulation increases

26
709

splanchnic fatty acid release in men but not in women suggesting that the effects of visceral

710

fat on health may differ between the sexes as well (189). LPL is an enzyme that facilitates

711

FFA uptake and premenopausal women have lower activity of this enzyme in their intra-

712

abdominal tissue than men (195). In men abdominal fat is an important adipose tissue depot

713

regulating muscle sympathetic nerve activity while in women, despite higher total body fat,

714

this relationship is absent (196).

715
716

In the basal state, women matched to men for percentage body fat have higher rates of

717

lipolysis. This may relate to higher insulin concentrations in men supressing lipolysis and a

718

different set point and higher rate of fatty acid release in women in relation to their energy

719

requirements (197). In the postprandial state, women are more sensitive to the inhibitory

720

effect of insulin on lipolysis (198). This may compensate for the higher basal fatty acid flux to

721

maintain fatty acid homeostasis (199). A recent study showed that women are more

722

metabolically flexible than men despite more body fat i.e. they are able to transition between

723

the utilization of fatty acids in the fed or insulin-stimulated state and regulate release of fatty

724

acids from adipose tissue during fasting to the storage of fatty acids in the fed state (200).

725

FFA were higher in women in the fasting state and higher in men in the insulin-stimulated

726

state (200).

727
728

Lean and obese women have double the amount of IMTG as matched men (201, 202).

729

Roepstorff, C et al. (203) and others have shown a net reduction in IMTG during prolonged

730

submaximal exercise only in women. DAGs and ceramides have not been shown to be

731

different in women and men (93) but further studies are required. Women appear to be more

732

physiologically geared to use fat as a metabolic fuel under conditions of sustained increased

733

demand, while men rely relatively more on glucose and protein metabolism.
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734

Leptin and insulin are the only circulating hormones that act as adiposity signals. Leptin

735

concentrations are more reflective of subcutaneous fat while insulin levels are more reflective

736

of visceral fat (204). As these two fat stores differ between the genders, leptin is better

737

correlated with total adipose mass in women and insulin is more correlated with total fat

738

stores in men (205). Fat is linked to reproduction through leptin. Serum leptin concentration

739

displays some persistent sex differences that begin even before birth. Circulating serum levels

740

are higher in pregnancies where the foetus is female (206). Females have higher levels at birth

741

and this difference persists throughout life. These differences cannot be fully accounted for by

742

differences in total adipose tissue (women have higher levels of leptin for any given amount

743

of fat mass (207)) or by relative amounts of adipose tissue in subcutaneous and visceral

744

depots (208) and may be mediated by primary genetic effects on leptin production or gonadal

745

hormones.

746
747

Metabolomic profiling and integration of whole-genome genetic association data have shown

748

gender-specific differences in cell regulating processes with lower concentrations of most

749

sphingomyelins in men than women (209).

750
751

Increased fatness, regardless of how measured, is associated with reduced peripheral insulin

752

sensitivity. Despite women having more body fat than men, insulin sensitivity in women

753

appears to be less affected by the amount of body fat. Increases in body fat among women are

754

associated with smaller decreases in insulin sensitivity compared to men (210) and in lean

755

women there may be no relation between adipose depots and insulin sensitivity (211).

756
757

F.

Hormones

758

1.

Estrogen
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As mentioned above, women have less intraabdominal fat than men and better insulin

760

sensitivity; this would seem to be an estrogen, rather than lack of androgen, effect as this

761

benefit is lost after menopause when insulin sensitivity is closely related to intraabdominal fat

762

(212, 213). When given therapeutically oral, compared with transdermal, estrogen may cause

763

a relative increase in adiposity and reduction in muscle mass apparently due to high

764

concentrations of estrogen in the portal vein inhibiting IGF1 production (214).

765
766

2.

767

Normal testosterone levels favor muscle maintenance and limit fat mass as evidenced by

768

increased fat mass and reduced muscle mass with androgen deprivation therapy; this impairs

769

insulin sensitivity and increases diabetes incidence even though there is probably little

770

increase in intraabdominal fat (215, 216), moreover testosterone therapy in men with

771

testosterone deficiency improves adiposity, insulin sensitivity and cardiovascular risk profile

772

(217).

Testosterone

773
774

3.

775

GH deficiency also reduces muscle and increases fat mass, especially central fat, with

776

impaired insulin action, although GH therapy, while improving adiposity, does not improve

777

insulin sensitivity; likely due to GH‟s direct inhibition of insulin action (218, 219) with the

778

result that there is no clear increase or decrease in risk of diabetes from GH therapy in GH

779

deficient adults (220). Use of a GHRH analogue in patients with excess abdominal fat related

780

to Human Immunodeficiency Virus and/or it‟s therapy has shown a clinically significant

781

(15%) reduction in intraabdominal (by CT) but not subcutaneous abdominal fat associated

782

with an improvement in triglycerides and cholesterol/HDL ratio without a benefit or

783

deterioration in glycemia or insulin levels (221).

Growth hormone

784
785

4.

Cortisol
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786

Cortisol excess is well recognized for its ability to increase central adiposity and

787

gluconeogenesis and impair insulin action but Cushing‟s Syndrome is relatively uncommon.

788

However there has been great interest in the role of 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase which

789

converts (inactive) cortisone to (active) cortisol in tissues, including adipose tissue and liver,

790

with data on cortisol metabolites suggesting this pathway is overactive in obesity. Such over

791

activity could accentuate central adiposity, lipid synthesis, dyslipidemia, inflammation and

792

insulin resistance (10) and there is evidence, mainly in animals but also in humans that

793

inhibiting or genetically deleting this enzyme can remediate each of these abnormalities in

794

obesity (222, 223).

795
796

5.

797

Although frank hyper- and hypothyroidism are associated with alterations in adiposity,

798

whether more subtle changes in thyroid hormones are associated with insulin resistance,

799

obesity and the Metabolic Syndrome is controversial; a detailed discussion is beyond the

800

scope of this review. In some studies, humans with TSH values at the upper end of the normal

801

range have higher BMI, higher triglyceride levels and a greater chance of being diagnosed

802

with the Metabolic Syndrome compared to individuals with lower TSH values (224). An

803

association between increasing TSH and waist circumference in overweight and obese women

804

has also been demonstrated (225). However, other studies (226) have failed to confirm a

805

significant effect of TSH elevation (subclinical hypothyroidism) on the risk of development

806

of the Metabolic Syndrome in humans.

Thyroid hormones

807
808

G.

809

A number of medications have been shown to affect insulin sensitivity. On the positive side,

810

metformin, a biguanide drug, has a modest weight reducing effect but is thought to

811

predominantly improve insulin sensitivity in liver, and, to a lesser extent, muscle (227) via

812

activation of AMPK (228). As mentioned previously, thiazolidinediones improve insulin

813

sensitivity, increase adiponectin and expand the subcutaneous adipose tissue depot (101),

Pharmacological agents

30
814

sequestering fatty acids and thereby minimizing exposure of insulin-sensitive tissues, such as

815

muscle and liver. Another class of anti-diabetic agents, the GLP-1 receptor agonists, exerts a

816

beneficial effect on insulin sensitivity, although this is largely dependent on the weight loss

817

induced by these agents in some patients. Weight loss following activation of the GLP-1

818

receptor is thought to be due to the gastric decelerating properties of the GLP-1 receptor

819

agonists, but may also be due to direct central effects on appetite and satiety (229).

820
821

Commentary on agents used primarily for weight loss is outside the scope of this review but

822

there is no substantial data to suggest any of these agents cause preferential loss of fat from

823

particular depots with the exception of the cannabinoid receptor antagonist, rimonabant,

824

which caused a reduction in waist measurement, triglycerides and an increase in insulin

825

sensitivity (HOMA) and HDL cholesterol which seemed disproportionate to the moderate

826

weight loss, suggesting the possibility of preferential abdominal fat loss with resulting benefit

827

on insulin sensitivity and lipids (230). However in the absence of a control group with

828

equivalent weight loss this suggestion remains hypothetical. Rimonabant has been withdrawn

829

because of concerns about depression and suicidal ideation but there is continuing work on

830

similar agents which may have less central neural impact.

831
832

There are a number of drugs which adversely affect lipid depots and insulin sensitivity. HIV-

833

positive patients treated with regimens including older protease inhibitors develop insulin

834

resistance due to lipodystrophy, in association with relatively increased intraabdominal and

835

intra-myocellular lipid deposition (96). Corticosteroids, particularly at high therapeutic doses,

836

lead to hepatic and peripheral insulin resistance and, in some patients, type 2 diabetes at least

837

partly mediated by increased total and central body fatness (231, 232). Recent evidence

838

indicates that β-blockers reduce diet-induced thermogenesis and contribute to adiposity

839

although there is no information on adipose tissue distribution (233); this is likely to be

840

important in the modest diabetogenic effect of β-blockers. Finally, the antipsychotic class of

841

medications, particularly the second generation agents, has been shown to be associated with

31
842

induction of insulin resistance, impairment of insulin secretion and promotion of increased

843

adiposity, all of which contribute to a higher prevalence of type 2 diabetes and Metabolic

844

Syndrome (234-236). This risk augments the already elevated risk of these metabolic

845

disorders in patients with schizophrenia (237).

846
847

H.

848

As the role of bariatric surgery has very recently been reviewed in this journal (238) we will

849

not deal with this subject in detail but various bariatric procedures generate improvements in

850

insulin sensitivity (and glycemia in diabetic subjects) associated with weight and adipose

851

tissue loss, although there seems to be little information on relative loss of adipose tissue

852

versus lean mass or differential reduction of different adipose depots. It has been suggested

853

that the improvement in insulin sensitivity may be disproportionate to changes in adiposity, at

854

least for some procedures, and that altered secretion of gut hormones could be an important

855

contributor to improved insulin secretion and insulin sensitivity (239).

Bariatric Surgery

856
857

V.

Other conditions of fat depletion or excess

858

A.

Lipodystrophies

859

Human lipodystrophy syndromes are comprised of a heterogeneous group of congenital and

860

acquired disorders characterized by a partial or near complete absence of subcutaneous

861

adipose tissue, but a relative increase in visceral fat. Patients with lipodystrophy have marked

862

insulin resistance, hepatic steatosis and dyslipidemia, suggesting that subcutaneous fat is an

863

important organ for storing lipid “out of harm‟s way” (84). They also have reduced leptin and

864

adiponectin levels. One form of lipodystrophy that has become increasingly common is HIV-

865

related lipodystrophy (240, 241); as with other forms of lipodystrophy, there is loss of

866

subcutaneous fat, but relative increase in visceral fat (96). HIV Lipodystrophy is associated

867

with a substantially increased diabetes risk (241) and an increase in cardiovascular events

868

commensurate with the adverse metabolic profile, particularly lipids (242). Fortunately the

869

syndrome, which was associated with earlier antiviral agents, especially protease inhibitors, is

32
870

less commonly seen with newer antiviral agents which have been screened for these adverse

871

metabolic effects (242).

872
873

B.

874

Multiple Symmetrical Lipomatosis (MSL) is a rare condition associated with adenomatous

875

change in upper body subcutaneous fat and in a way represents the converse of the

876

lipodystrophies. Observations in MSL patients include improved insulin sensitivity (243, 244)

877

accompanied by decreased lipid in leg and liver (243), increased circulating adiponectin,

878

decreased adipocyte size and adipose tissue mRNA expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines

879

(244) compared with matched obese individuals without the condition.

Lipomatosis

880
881

VI.

Mediation of effects on insulin sensitivity

882

A.

Fat cell size and number

883

Whilst total adiposity and adipose tissue distribution are important determinants of insulin

884

resistance and type 2 diabetes, the size of adipocytes within adipose tissue depots also plays a

885

contributing role. This is illustrated in Pima Indians, in whom the presence of anatomically

886

larger subcutaneous adipocytes is a better predictor of the onset of type 2 diabetes than the

887

presence of obesity alone (245). Similarly individuals from South East Asia, where there is a

888

high prevalence of type 2 diabetes, have a lower number of adipocytes and increased

889

adipocyte size in addition to an increase in the relative amount of visceral fat. This may

890

account for the increase in metabolic disease in Asians compared with Caucasians at the same

891

level of BMI (246). In adult humans, adipose tissue expansion occurs as a result of adipocyte

892

hypertrophy and the recruitment and proliferation of preadipocytes (adipogenesis) (247).

893

During the development of obesity, the initial enlargement of adipocytes triggers the

894

production of a number of paracrine adipogenic growth factors, resulting in the proliferation

895

of new fat cells – that is an increase in fat cell size precedes an increase in fat cell number

896

(247-249). Therefore, variations in adipocyte size may be related to a genetically (or

897

otherwise) determined ability for adipogenesis - if adipogenesis is impaired during positive

33
898

energy balance, then existing adipocytes continue to undergo hypertrophy to store excessive

899

energy. It has recently been shown that a low generation rate of new adipocytes associates

900

with adipose hypertrophy, whereas a high generation rate of new adipocytes associates with

901

the more benign adipose hyperplasia (250).

902
903

Increased adipocyte size correlates with serum insulin concentrations, insulin resistance, and

904

increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes (251-256). Furthermore, adipocyte hypertrophy is

905

associated with inflammation with the pro-inflammatory factors IL-6, TNF- and CRP being

906

positively correlated with adipocyte size (257-259). Conversely, the anti-inflammatory factor

907

adiponectin is inversely correlated with adipocyte size (257). Hypertrophic fat cells display

908

distinct differences in gene expression (260) and are more prone to cell death in response to

909

mechanical stress, with subsequent inflammation, when compared with small adipocytes

910

(261).

911
912

In contrast, an increased number of small adipocytes has a beneficial impact on metabolism.

913

PPAR- agonists are an effective therapy in type 2 diabetes as they promote the recruitment

914

and proliferation of small adipocytes, as well as decreasing the ratio of visceral to

915

subcutaneous adipose tissue (262-264). Severely obese individuals with a healthy metabolic

916

profile have smaller adipocytes than obese individuals with metabolic disease (265).

917
918

The correlation between adipocyte size and insulin resistance has led to the adipocyte

919

overflow hypothesis which suggests that an adipocyte undergoes hypertrophy until it is no

920

longer able to store further lipid, causing an „overflow‟ of fatty acids into ectopic sites such as

921

liver and muscle, resulting in insulin resistance. If this hypothesis was correct then individuals

922

with a reduced capacity to generate new adipocytes would be susceptible to metabolic disease

923

at a lower level of body fat than individuals with better lipid storing potential (266).

924
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Inflammation. Is inflammation the ‘missing link’?

925

B.

926

Increased adiposity is associated with accumulation of macrophages in both visceral and

927

subcutaneous fat (56, 267); moreover increased LPS absorption from the gut related to

928

changes in microbiota can activate immune cells (183). Thus in rodents inflammation is

929

clearly important in generating insulin resistance (268, 269). So could the degree of

930

inflammation, rather than the level of tissue lipids be the critical factor in human insulin

931

resistance? Several studies would suggest that this is not the case. Obese insulin-resistant

932

subjects have higher CRP levels than obese insulin- sensitive subjects but the obese sensitive

933

have significantly higher CRP than a non-obese group with similar insulin sensitivity (270).

934

Moreover, insulin resistance may appear in relatives of type 2 diabetes patients without

935

evidence of inflammation (271).

936
937

While weight loss in obese and morbidly obese humans by calorie restriction (272-274)

938

and/or exercise (275, 276) or bariatric surgery (277) results in a drastic reduction in

939

circulating pro-inflammatory cytokines and mRNA expression of inflammatory genes in

940

subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsy samples, it remains unclear whether improvement in

941

insulin resistance is a consequence of the reduction in adipose tissue inflammation.

942

Improvement or deterioration in insulin sensitivity in healthy non-obese humans with weight

943

loss (278) or high fat overfeeding and weight gain (279, 280), respectively was not

944

accompanied by changes in subcutaneous mRNA expression of genes associated with

945

inflammation or macrophage count in adipose tissue (278-280) or change in the ratio of pro

946

(M1)- to anti (M2)-inflammatory macrophage phenotype (279), suggesting that adipose tissue

947

inflammation is secondary to obesity and/or insulin resistance in humans. In support of this

948

argument are studies that administered anti-inflammatory agents to obese diabetic and non-

949

diabetic individuals and assessed the effect on insulin sensitivity, secretion and glycemic

950

control (Table 2). Specifically, clinical trials that studied the effect of TNFα inhibition (281-

951

283) found no effect on insulin sensitivity by i.v. insulin tolerance test (281), HOMA-IR (282,

952

283) or hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp (282) (Table 2). Inconsistent improvements in

35
953

insulin sensitivity with TNFα inhibition have been seen in patients with inflammatory

954

arthritidies (284), with a tendency for greater improvement in those with more severe disease;

955

but if there was a benefit it is unclear whether it was a direct effect of TNFα inhibition or an

956

indirect effect of disease improvement. Similarly infusion of TNFα itself in humans does

957

generate a modest impairment of insulin action in muscle along with an elevation of IL-6 and

958

FFA but circulating TNFα levels were above those seen in obesity/diabetes (285).

959
960

Inhibition of IL-1 receptor by IL-1r antagonist in obese type 2 diabetic (286) or non-diabetic

961

(287) men and women also did not affect insulin sensitivity (by HOMA-IR,

962

hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp or insulin sensitivity index) (Table 2). Studies of

963

salicylate administration in overweight and obese diabetic (288-290) and non-diabetic (291,

964

292) patients showed improved glycaemia (288, 291), with a concomitant increase in

965

adiponectin and reduction of circulating FFA (288, 289). It was suggested that insulin

966

sensitivity had been improved, but the elevation of insulin levels (mainly related to reduced

967

clearance) seemed to fully explain the increased glucose disposal during hyperinsulinemia

968

(289, 292) (Table 2). For the higher dose of salicylate, clamp insulin levels were increased by

969

approximately 75% while glucose disposal was increased by 44% (289). Similarly, in non-

970

diabetic obese subjects, it was suggested that insulin sensitivity was improved based on a

971

HOMA IR C-peptide calculation (291). However, if HOMA-IR had been calculated in the

972

usual manner (with insulin levels) there would have been no improvement (290). Likewise,

973

fenofibrate reduced CRP and IL-6 by approximately 50% and 30% respectively without

974

changing insulin sensitivity by hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp in subjects with

975

Metabolic Syndrome (293).

976
977

One way in which this apparent conflict between animal and human data could be reconciled

978

is an important influence on insulin signalling by the NFkB pathway (Fig 2). This pathway is

979

present in muscle and liver as well as immune cells and can be activated by saturated fatty

980

acids via TLR4 (294) as well as by inflammatory molecules. Also deletion of TLR2 protects

36
981

against hepatic insulin resistance in mice (295). It could be that inflammation is the more

982

important influence on NFkB activity in obese rodents, while fatty acid mediation is more

983

important in obese humans – in both cases the end result being an inhibition of insulin

984

signalling, possibly at the level of IRS-1 (296).

985
986

C.

987

The influence of fat depots on insulin sensitivity has close connections with the levels and

988

activity of adipose tissue derived hormones although the cause and effect relationships and

989

mechanisms involved in humans await further clarification. Both leptin and adiponectin

990

activate AMPK and increase fat oxidation but are otherwise different in their actions (Fig 2).

Adipokines

991
992

1.

993

Leptin, which is secreted more from subcutaneous than visceral fat (297) reduces appetite and

994

increases metabolic rate (298). One might expect that leptin would have a feedback effect to

995

limit adiposity and insulin resistance but this is not the case as, while leptin levels rise, leptin

996

action is inhibited (“leptin resistance”). The cause of leptin resistance is poorly understood

997

but may involve impairment of receptor signalling and reduced passage across the blood-

998

brain barrier (299). One possibility is that expanded adipose tissue sends a humoral message

999

which inhibits leptin action; this seems unlikely as leptin administration is highly effective in

1000

very obese leptin-deficient animals or humans (300, 301). A second possibility is that a

1001

leptin-resistance mechanism is integral to the genetic predisposition to obesity; this also

1002

seems unlikely to be a common mechanism as diet induced adiposity induces leptin resistance

1003

in rodents (302). A third and likely possibility is that chronic elevation of leptin levels induces

1004

impaired leptin activity; this would be compatible with much in vivo data and it is noteworthy

1005

that one of the phosphorylation/activation sites on the leptin receptor induces feedback

1006

inhibition of leptin signalling (303) which might provide a credible mechanism.

Leptin

1007
1008

2.

Adiponectin
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1009

Adiponectin, especially the high molecular weight (HMW) form, also preferentially secreted

1010

by subcutaneous fat (304), is anti-inflammatory and has protective effects in relation to

1011

atheromatous cardiovascular disease (102, 298, 305, 306). This hormone also fails to

1012

compensate for adiposity as adiponectin levels, including the HMW form, fall with increasing

1013

adiposity. The decrease in adiponectin levels is particularly related to increased

1014

intraabdominal fat (298); the mechanisms involved are not well understood but may include

1015

suppressive effects of inflammatory cytokines, and/or downregulation by hyperinsulinemia or

1016

lipid accumulation in adipocytes (298, 307, 308). However the likely importance in regard to

1017

insulin sensitivity is attested in adiponectin knock out and transgenic animals, and the already

1018

mentioned dependence of the insulin sensitizing effects of thiazolidinediones on increased

1019

adiponectin levels (102).

1020
1021

3.

1022

IL-6 is released from muscle in response to exercise and has an important role in mobilizing

1023

myocyte fatty acids and hepatic glucose output to supply energy to muscle (309) but in the

1024

non-exercising state adipose tissue is thought to be an important source; levels are modestly

1025

elevated in obesity and reduced by exercise training. While it has been suggested that IL-6

1026

may contribute to insulin resistance by increasing fatty acid flux or by contributing to

1027

inflammation via CRP release (310), infusion of IL-6 in humans increases rather than

1028

decreases insulin mediated glucose disposal (309).Thus IL-6 does not seem to be an important

1029

player in human insulin resistance.

Interleukin-6 (IL-6)

1030
1031

4.

1032

AFABP is produced in adipocytes, and to a lesser extent in macrophages (311) and it‟s

1033

blockade or disruption benefits insulin resistance, dyslipidemia and liver steatosis in obese or

1034

fat fed animals (312). In humans it has also been elevated in and predictive of Type 2

1035

Diabetes and the Metabolic Syndrome (313-315) and predictive of liver inflammation and

1036

fibrosis in non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (316); moreover AFABP gene variants are

Adipocyte Fatty Acid Binding Protein (AFABP, also known as aP2 and FABP4)

38
1037

associated with obesity and insulin resistance (317). Thus AFABP, either by enhancing

1038

availability of fatty acids to tissues or as part of a macrophage inflammatory response (318) is

1039

a potentially important player in regard to insulin resistance and the Metabolic Syndrome

1040

(319).

1041
1042

5.

1043

RBP4, secreted from adipose tissue and liver, has been proposed as an important contributor

1044

to insulin resistance (320) but a number of subsequent human studies have not supported this

1045

(315, 316, 321, 322); also there has been concern about whether different assays give

1046

different circulating levels. At this time its role in insulin resistance is also uncertain.

Retinol Binding Protein 4 (RBP4)

1047
1048

6.

1049

Resistin is a member of a family of closely related peptides. It is secreted preferentially by

1050

intraabdominal fat (but also expressed in leukocytes, macrophages, spleen and bone marrow)

1051

and has been shown in animals to cause hepatic insulin resistance and to be a potential

1052

contributor to cardiovascular disease (323, 324) but it‟s role in human insulin resistance is

1053

unclear at this time (325).

Resistin

1054
1055

7.

1056

Visfatin was originally identified from visceral fat and is upregulated in obesity but may be

1057

the product of macrophages in adipose tissue; it is also produced by leukocytes, myocytes and

1058

hepatocytes. The contribution, if any, of visfatin to human insulin resistance is uncertain

1059

(298).

Visfatin

1060
1061

8.

1062

Omentin is another adipokine preferentially secreted by visceral fat (but also expressed in

1063

heart, lungs, ovary and placenta) with lower circulating levels in obesity and insulin

1064

resistance; as it has insulin sensitizing and anti-inflammatory effects in animals its impaired

Omentin

39
1065

secretion is also a potential contributor to insulin resistance but further work is needed to

1066

clarify its importance in humans (326).

1067
1068

D.

1069

Although it has been commonly believed that circulating FFA are elevated in obesity-induced

1070

insulin resistance, a recent review (327) has challenged this notion in non-diabetic subjects

1071

but has supported the idea of an increased fatty acid diversion to non-adipose tissues in obese

1072

insulin-resistant subjects, so the contribution of fatty acids and their metabolically active

1073

products may occur mainly at the tissue/cell level. Randle (328) first demonstrated that

1074

increased fatty acid supply and oxidation could inhibit glucose oxidation by mechanisms

1075

particularly involving pyruvate dehydrogenase. Although this mechanism may contribute to

1076

impairment of insulin-mediated glucose disposal it does not account for the well-established

1077

inhibition of GLUT4 translocation and glucose transport which characterize insulin resistance

1078

in animals and humans (88) (mechanisms by which fatty acids may impair glucose transport

1079

are considered below).

Fatty acid supply and metabolically active lipid moieties

1080
1081

In obese type 2 diabetic humans it has been shown that identical (11%) weight loss achieved

1082

by a 1674 k/day or a 4185 kj/day diet (over a longer time) resulted in a greater improvement

1083

in insulin sensitivity with the more negative energy balance suggesting that negative caloric

1084

balance has a benefit independent of adipose tissue mass (329) which could well be related to

1085

reduced availability of active lipid moieties such as DAGs, LCACs or ceramides.

1086
1087

It is also relevant that circulating triglycerides with lower carbon number and double bonds

1088

are associated with insulin resistance and epidemiologically with increased diabetes risk

1089

(330); it is unclear whether this is a causative relationship but it is possible that corresponding

1090

triglyceride-derived DAGs or ceramides could have a greater impact on insulin signalling

1091

40
1092

In animal studies, feeding a high-fat diet to rats increases liver lipid and causes reduced

1093

hepatic insulin sensitivity after 3 days. By 3 weeks there is increased lipid in muscle and

1094

impaired muscle insulin action (331). This insulin resistance due to high-fat feeding can be

1095

reversed in less than 24 hours by fasting, exercise or carbohydrate feeding (332, 333). On the

1096

other hand, choline deficiency can greatly increase hepatic lipid without a reduction in

1097

glucose tolerance or insulin sensitivity, with data suggesting this is related to shunting of FFA

1098

into triglyceride stores (76). Conversely, inhibition of triglyceride accumulation by over 50%

1099

in the Ob/Ob mouse due to glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase 1 deficiency did not improve

1100

insulin sensitivity or fasting glucose levels (334). Similarly in overweight humans, calorie

1101

restriction coupled with improvement in insulin sensitivity was not accompanied by reduction

1102

in triglycerides in skeletal muscle (92).

1103
1104

All these findings could be explained if the critical factor in creating insulin resistance is an

1105

“active” lipid moiety such as DAG, LCAC or ceramide, rather than triglyceride itself. Thus,

1106

acute caloric restriction could reduce tissue availability (especially in liver and muscle) of

1107

these active metabolites before a significant depletion of triglyceride stores. Conversely, fatty

1108

acid flux could be increased without necessarily having increased tissue lipid content.

1109

Athletes may be very good at holding their fatty acids in IMTG stores in muscle until

1110

commencing exercise. Both ceramide and DAG have been reported to impair insulin action in

1111

muscle and liver (78, 335, 336). Data from cross sectional studies of insulin-resistant and

1112

insulin-sensitive humans that evaluated skeletal muscle lipid species have been conflicting.

1113

Specifically, elevated DAG (93) and ceramide (93, 337, 338) were reported in obese diabetic,

1114

obese non-diabetic and insulin-resistant lean individuals compared with insulin-sensitive lean

1115

individuals, but this was not confirmed in other studies (339, 340). Interestingly, when obese

1116

insulin-sensitive were compared with obese insulin-resistant women, some ceramide, but not

1117

DAG, species were significantly elevated in the insulin-resistant group (341), emphasizing the

1118

potential importance of ceramide species to the underlying insulin resistance phenotype,

1119

irrespective of obesity. Interestingly, a small randomized study of weight loss intervention in

41
1120

obese men and women found an improvement in insulin sensitivity with either calorie

1121

restriction or exercise with a concomitant decrease in all DAG species in muscle, but the

1122

change in ceramide species was intervention-dependent, with 6 out of 8 measured species

1123

decreasing with exercise and 3 decreasing and 1 increasing with calorie restriction (342),

1124

suggesting that different ceramide species may be involved in the insulin sensitizing effect of

1125

calorie restriction and exercise and that specific ceramide species may be beneficial to insulin

1126

sensitivity. Further lifestyle intervention studies in humans are warranted.

1127
1128

Unlike skeletal muscle, it may well be that DAG species in liver play a role in hepatic insulin

1129

resistance. Two recent studies in severely obese individuals that collected liver samples

1130

during bariatric surgeries have reported significant associations between liver DAG and

1131

suppression of endogenous glucose production during hyperinsulinemic clamp (343) or the

1132

surrogate HOMA-IR (344).

1133
1134

VII. The connection between insulin resistance, adiposity and the cardiovascular

1135

manifestations of the Metabolic Syndrome

1136

The Metabolic Syndrome or Insulin Resistance Syndrome (345) has been variously defined

1137

(155, 346, 347) but represents an association between central adiposity (population-specific

1138

waist circumference), insulin resistance, dysglycemia, hypertension and dyslipidemia,

1139

particularly elevated triglycerides and low HDL cholesterol. It has been used as a concept to

1140

advance research and understanding of the relationship of metabolic disturbances with

1141

cardiovascular disease (348), but also as a medical diagnosis in individual management.

1142
1143

Much has been written about the usefulness of the Metabolic Syndrome as a diagnosis. It

1144

appears to signify a doubling or more of diabetes risk even when blood glucose levels are

1145

normal (347, 349) but whether it carries cardiovascular prognostic information of more value

1146

than can be derived from its component criteria is controversial (347, 349-351). As this issue

1147

has been well reviewed (e.g. (347)) we will not deal with it further here, but will discuss

42
1148

briefly the mechanisms by which insulin resistance and central adiposity could increase

1149

cardiovascular risk.

1150
1151

As indicated earlier insulin resistance is “selective” and does not impair insulin-stimulated

1152

hepatic lipogenesis (82). Since insulin resistance is accompanied by hyperinsulinemia (until

1153

the development of diabetes) there will be increased insulin-stimulated hepatic lipogenesis

1154

resulting in increased intrahepatic triglyceride and increased export as circulating

1155

triglycerides with consequent reduction of HDL cholesterol. The increased flux of fatty acids

1156

to non-adipose tissue, including liver, associated with central adiposity (327) would be

1157

expected to aggravate this problem, especially if this includes a flow of fatty acids through the

1158

portal vein to the liver from increased visceral fat.

1159
1160

There is controversy as to the importance of inflammation in the generation of insulin

1161

resistance in humans but there is no doubt of the association of obesity with inflammation

1162

(269, 352) and inflammation is a well-established marker of, and likely contributor to,

1163

cardiovascular disease (353), so this would seem a second candidate pathway to adverse

1164

cardiovascular outcomes. In addition the possible role of perivascular fat has already been

1165

mentioned.

1166
1167

Obesity also contributes to cardiovascular risk by raising blood pressure by mechanisms that

1168

appear to be predominantly related to neurohormonal activation but are incompletely

1169

understood (354); the importance of this issue is evidenced by the increased medication

1170

required by obese hypertensive subjects and the benefit of weight loss in management of

1171

hypertension, at least when the weight loss is substantial (354).

1172
1173

Finally, altered adipokine secretion is another likely contributor to cardiovascular risk (298)

1174

as central adiposity and insulin resistance are associated with reduced adiponectin levels and

43
1175

this adipokine has been shown in humans to correlate inversely with arterial disease (355) and

1176

in mouse transgenic studies to have significant anti-atherogenic properties (306).

1177
1178

VIII. Summary

1179

In summary the various adipose depots in humans appear to affect insulin action firstly by

1180

influencing the tissue supply of fatty acids (Fig 2) and their metabolically active derivatives,

1181

DAGs, LCACs and ceramides. In this regard intraabdominal, liver and intramyocellular fat

1182

probably play a more important role, while subcutaneous fat could be partially protective by

1183

acting as a reservoir to quarantine excess lipid “out of harm‟s way”. Clearly a deficient

1184

subcutaneous fat depot, as in lipodystrophies, increases the fatty acid supply to non-adipose

1185

tissues and simulates the metabolic profile of severe obesity.

1186
1187

When considering the pathogenic contribution of liver fat to insulin resistance it is important

1188

to remember that the lipogenic action of insulin is not impaired in insulin resistance, so the

1189

compensatory hyperinsulinemia would overstimulate lipogenesis; thus increased hepatic lipid

1190

could be a consequence as well as a cause of insulin resistance.

1191
1192

Visceral fat appears capable of contributing to insulin resistance (3), in part by a poorly

1193

understood downregulation of adiponectin secretion, and its surgical removal benefits insulin

1194

action in rats (46), but less consistently in humans.

1195
1196

The newly recognized presence of brown fat in humans is interesting and it could clearly

1197

contribute to increased metabolic rate, fat oxidation and thereby insulin sensitivity. However

1198

it‟s quantitative importance is likely to be limited in view of the relatively small and

1199

inconsistent amounts in humans.

1200
1201

Perivascular and pericardial fat clearly have a relationship, which may or may not be

1202

causative, to atheromatous disease but a contribution to insulin resistance is uncertain.
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1203
1204

Adipose tissue may also influence insulin sensitivity by its secretions, adipokines from

1205

adipocytes themselves or cytokines from adipocytes and infiltrating immune cells whose

1206

number increase with adiposity (Fig 2). There is certainly an association between elevated

1207

TNF, CRP and other inflammatory cytokines with insulin resistance and, in rodents,

1208

evidence for an important pathogenic contribution. However data from human studies does

1209

not support a major role at this stage although an alternative pathway to NFkB stimulation

1210

and impaired insulin signalling could be activated by fatty acids through the toll-like

1211

receptors. On the other hand, leptin and adiponectin are clearly important players that should

1212

act to ameliorate obesity and insulin resistance but fail to do so; adiponectin because it‟s

1213

secretion is paradoxically reduced in obesity and leptin because of the phenomenon of leptin

1214

resistance.

1215
1216

Further understanding of the particular contributions and mechanisms of different fat depots

1217

to the metabolic derangements of obesity may help develop improved approaches to limit the

1218

epidemic of obesity or at least lessen its adverse metabolic consequences.

1219
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Figure Legends

Fig 1
Abdominal CT scan of an active Sumo wrestler (right) showing a large amount of
subcutaneous fat with relatively little visceral fat compared with a person of similar adiposity
(left). Kind permission of Prof Y. Matsuzawa and Obesity Research (pending) (356).

Fig 2
A diagrammatic representation of the influence of adipose tissue on insulin responsive tissues
in the lean (A) and obese (B) states beyond effects via the Randle cycle. In obesity leptin
resistance, reduced adiponectin levels, increased FFA supply and increased cytokines may all
contribute to insulin resistance (S or V indicates relatively greater contribution from
subcutaneous or visceral fat). FFA supply may impact on insulin signaling via DAGs,
ceramide and PKCs via toll like receptors and NFkB.
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Table 1: Possible mechanism by which intraabdominal fat contributes to insulin resistance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1247
1248

Mechanism
More labile fatty acid release (lipolysis more sensitive to catecholamines and less
sensitive to inhibition by insulin)
Direct flow of fatty acids to the liver via portal vein (only for omental fat)
More accumulation of inflammatory cells
Strong relationship to reduced circulating adiponectin levels
Less responsiveness to PPAR- agonism
Correlated with, and possible mediator of, inflammation in liver and kidney

48
1249
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Table 2: The effect of anti-inflammatory agents on glucose homeostasis in patients with the Metabolic Syndrome

Agent
Anti-TNFα
antibody
(CDP571).
Single dose of 5
mg/kg body
weight at
baseline (281)
TNFα
antagonist
etanercept 50
mg twice
weekly (283)
TNFα
antagonist
etanercept 25
mg twice
weekly (282)
IL-1-receptor
antagonist
anakinra 100 mg
once daily (286)

IL-1-receptor
antagonist
anakinra 150 mg
once daily (287)

Effect of the treatment
Fasting glucose
Insulin secretion / βcell function
No change
No change by fasting
insulin and C-peptide
concentrations

Treatment
duration
6-weeks

Study design

Cohort

Glycemic control

Insulin sensitivity

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled

Type 2
diabetes
overweightobese men
and women
n = 21

Not evaluated

6-months

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled

Non-diabetic
obese men
and women
n = 40

Not evaluated

Decreased

Not evaluated

No change by
HOMA-IR

4-weeks

Randomized
open-label

No change in HbA1c

No change

Tendency to increase
by IVGTT insulin
(P=0.07)

No change by
hyperinsulinemiceuglycemic clamp
and HOMA-IR

13-weeks

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled

HbA1c decreased

Decreased (both
fasting and 2-h
OGTT)

Increased
C-peptide AUC
(OGTT and IVGTT)

No change by
hyperinsulinemiceuglycemic clamp

4-weeks

Randomized
double blind
crossover

Type 2
diabetes
obese men
and women
n = 20
Type 2
diabetes
overweightobese men
and women
n = 70
Non diabetic
obese men
and women
n = 13

No change in HbA1c

No change

 Increased by the
disposition index
(change in insulin
divided by change

No change by
hyperinsulinemiceuglycemic clamp

No change by insulin
tolerance test

50

in glucose during
the first 30 min of
OGTT)
 No change by Cpeptide AUC
during OGTT
Salicylate 4 g
daily (291)

4-weeks

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled
Open label

Non-diabetic
obese men
and women
n = 20
Glucose
intolerant
and type 2
diabetes
obese men
and women
(n = 9 3 g/d;
n = 9 4.5
g/d)

Glycated albumin
decreased

Decreased (both
fasting and AUC of
OGTT)

Decreased by fasting
and AUC of OGTT
C-peptide

Salicylate 3 or
4.5 g daily (289)

2 weeks

Glycated albumin
decreased (4.5 g/d
only)

Decreased by both
salicylate doses

13-weeks

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled

HbA1c and glycated
albumin decreased by
all salicylate doses

Decreased by all
salicylate doses

7-days

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled

Type 2
diabetes
obese men
and women
n = 128
Non-diabetic
obese men
and women
n = 40

Insulin and C-peptide
concentrations
increased in the first
phase (10 min)
IVGTT with 4.5 g/d
treatment. Insulin,
but not C-peptide
remained increased in
the 2nd phase (10-180
min IVGTT) due to
reduced insulin
clearance (4.5 g/d)
Not evaluated

Salicylate 3, 3.5
or 4 g daily
(288)

Salicylate 3 g
daily (292)

Decreased (both
fasting and OGTT
AUC)

 No change by
HOMA-IR
 Improved by
HOMA-IRC-peptide
Increased glucose
disposal (Rd)
accompanied by
decreased insulin
clearance with
treatment.

Not evaluated

Increased glucose
disposal (Rd)
accompanied by
decreased insulin

51

Salicylate 3 g
daily (290)

12-weeks

Randomized
double-blind
placebocontrolled

Type 2
diabetes
overweightobese men
and women
n = 60

No change in HbA1c

Fasting glucose
decreased, 2-h OGTT
not changed

Not evaluated

clearance with
treatment. The effect
on insulin sensitivity
was abolished after
normalizing to steady
state insulin
concentration post
treatment.
No change by
HOMA-IR, nonsignificant increase in
fasting insulin
concentrations
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